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A GENERALIZATION OF A FIXED POINT 
THEOREM OF GOEBEL, KIRK AND SHIMI'1» 

BY 

JOSEPH BOGIN 

1. In [7], Goebel, Kirk and Shimi proved the following: 

THEOREM. Let X be a uniformly convex Banach space, K a nonempty bounded 
closed and convex subset of X, and F: K-+K a continuous mapping satisfying for 
each x, y eK: 

(1) \\Fx-Fy\\ £ aAx-y\\+adx-Fx\\+az\\y^Fy\\+aJx-Fy\\+ady-Fx^ 

where tft>0 and^i==1 a~\. Then F has a fixed point in K. 

In this paper we shall prove that this theorem remains true in any Banach space 
X, provided that K is a nonempty, weakly compact convex subset of X and has 
normal structure (see Definition 1 below). Moreover, F need not be continuous. 
It is well known (see [1], [5], [6]) that if Xis a uniformly convex Banach space or 
if K is compact, then K has normal structure. 

In [2], Belluce, Kirk and Steiner give an example of a Banach space which is 
reflexive, strictly convex and which possesses normal structure, but which is not 
isomorphic to any uniformly convex Banach space. 

2. The following definitions were introduced by Brodskii and Milman [4] 
who also proved Lemma 1 below (see also Gossez and Lami Dozo [8]). 

DEFINITION 1. A convex subset K of X has normal structure if in each bounded 
and convex subset W of K, which contains more than one point, there is a non-
diametral point, i.e. a point x such that 

svLp{\\x-y\\;yeW}<ô(W), 

where è(W) is the diameter of W. 

DEFINITION 2. A non-constant bounded sequence {xn} in Zis said to be diametral 
if 

lim d(xn9 conv{x l 5 . . . , x ^ } ) = ô({xn}) 
n-*oo 
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where d(xn, conv{xl5. . . , xn_x}) is the distance between xn and the convex hull 
of {xl9... , xn_x}. 

LEMMA 1 [4]. A convex subset C of X has normal structure if and only if C does 
not contain a diametral sequence. 

DEFINITION 3. Let C be a nonempty subset of a Banach space X, and { Wa, cue A} 
be a decreasing net of nonempty bounded subsets of C. For each xeC and each 
ocGi define : 

ra(x) = sup{| |x-^| | ? jGTf a} 

r(x) = inf{ra(x); cue A) 
( 2 ) r = mf{r(x);xeC} 

M = {xeC; r(x) = r} 

The set M and the number r will be called the asymptotic center and the asymp
totic radius of {Wa\ a e A} in C, respectively. 

DEFINITION 4 (Lim [11]). A convex set C of X is said to have asymptotic normal 
structure if, given any bounded convex subset W of C which contains more than 
one point and given any decreasing net of nonempty subsets {Wa; a e A} of W, the 
asymptotic center of {Wa; a e 4̂} in W is a proper subset of WK. 

It is easy to see ([11]) that if Wis convex and weakly compact then the asymp
totic center of {Wa; a e A} in W is a nonempty closed convex subset of JF. 

LEMMA 2 [11]. 4̂ convex subset C of X has normal structure if and only if it 
has asymptotic normal structure. 

From the two lemmas we get the following: 

COROLLARY 1. A convex subset C of X has normal structure if and only if it 
possesses the following property (B): 

For each non-constant bounded sequence {xn} in C, the function g(x)=limnsup 
||xn—x\\ is not constant in conv{xn}. 

Proof. Let C have normal structure, let {xn} be a non-constant bounded sequence 
in C and let W=conv{xn}. Then, defining Wk={xn; n>k} (fc=l,2,3, . . . ) we get a 
decreasing net {Wk; £=1,2 , . . .} of subsets of Wand, according to the notations 
(2), for any xeW: 

r{x) = limnsup | | x -x n | | = g(x). 

By Lemma 2 g(x) is not constant in W. 
Now, let C possess property (B). Let {xn} be any non-constant bounded se

quence in C. By property (B) there is a point x in W=con\{xn} such that limnsup 
II*—*JI <<K{*w})- F ° r n sufficiently large, x e conv{xl5. . . , xn_^ and thus 

limnsup d(xn, conv{x1?. . . , xn_J) < limnsup | | x - x j | < <5({*n}). 
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So {xn} is a non-diametral sequence. Hence, by Lemma 1, C has normal structure. 
Q.E.D. 

3. We arrive at the main theorems. Let (X, d) be a metric space and F:X->X 
a mapping satisfying, for each x, y e X: 

(3) d(Fx9 Fy) ^ ad(x, y)+b[d(x9 Fx)+d(y9 Fy)]+c[d(x9 Fy)+d(y9 Fx)] 

where a, b, c>0 and a+2b+2c=l. 

LEMMA 3. For F satisfying (3) and for each x e X: 

(4) d(Fx, F2x) < d(x, Fx). 

Proof, By (3): 

d(Fx9 F2x) ^ ad(x9 Fx)+b[d(x9 Fx)+d(Fx9 F2x)] 

+c[d(x, F2x)+d(Fx9 Fx)] <, (a + b+c)d(x9 Fx)+(b+c)d(Fx, F2x) 
and so: 

d(Fx9 F
2x) < a + b + c d(x, Fx) = d(x, Fx). Q.E.D. 

1 — b—c 

LEMMA 4.1fb>0in (3) then there is a number /c<2 such that for each x e X: 

(5) d(Fx, F3x) ;< r<d(x9 Fx) 

Proof. By (3) and (4): 

d(Fx9 F3x) < ad(x9 F2x)+b[d(x9 Fx)+d(F2x9 F3x)] 

+c[d(x9 F3x)+d(F2x9 Fx)] < a[d(x9 Fx)+d(Fx9 F2x)] 

+ b[d(x9 Fx)+d(F2x9 Fzx)]+c[d(x9 Fx)+d(Fx9 F3x)+d(F2x9 Fx)] 

< (2a+2b+2c)d(x9 Fx)+cd(Fx9 F3x) 

and so, since Z>>0: 

d(Fx9 F
zx) < (2a+2b+2c)l(l-c)d(x9 Fx) 

where K=(2a+2b+2c)l(l-c)=:(2a+2b+2c)[(a+2b+c)< 

(2a+2b+2c)l(a+b+c)=2. 
Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 5. Ifb>0 and c>0 in (3), then there is a number m<\ such that for each 
xeX: 

(6) d(F2x9 F3x) < md(x9 Fx) 

Proof. By (3), (4) and (5): 

d(F2x9 F3x) < ad(Fx9 F2x)+b[d(Fx9 F2x)+d(F2x9 F5x)] 

+c[d(Fx9 F3x)+d(F2x9 F2x)] < (a+2b + Kc)d(x9 Fx) 

where m=a+2b+KC<a+2b+2c=l. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 1. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and F.X-+X a mapping 
satisfying (3) with 6>0 , c>0 . Then F has a unique fixed point in X. 

Proof. Choose an arbitrary x in X. Then, by (6), for any positive integer n>2: 

d(Fnx, Fn+1x) < md(Fn~2x, Fn~xx) (m < 1). 
Thus, if n is even, then d(Fnx, Fn+1x)<mn/2 d(x, Fx) and if n is odd then d(Fnx, 

Fn+1x)<m<n-1)/2 d(Fx, F2x)<m (w-1) /2 d(x, Fx), so for any n>2: 

d(Fnx9 Fn+1x) < QmY^dix, Fx). 
By a standard argument the sequence {Fnx} can be shown to be a Cauchy 

sequence. Thus Fnx-+z for some z e X. 
If Fis continuous then z is obviously a fixed point of F. Otherwise, by (3): 

d(Fnx, Fz) < adiF^x, z) + b[d(Fn~1x, Fnx)+d(z, Fz)] 

+c[d(Fn~1x, Fz)+d(z, Fnx)]. 
Passing to the limit when n->co we get: 

d(z,Fz) < (b+c)d(z,Fz) 

and since b+c<\ we have z=Fz, completing the proof. 

The uniqueness follows from (3) and è > 0 . 

THEOREM 2. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact convex subset of a Banach 
space X, and suppose K has normal structure. Let F: K-+K be a mapping satisfying 
(1). Then F has a fixed point in K. 

Proof. By interchanging x and y we see that Condition (1) can be written as 
follows : 

(7) \\Fx-Fy\\ < a \\x^y\\ + b[\\x^Fx\\ + y-Fy\\] + c[\\x-Fy\\ + \\y-Fx\\l 

where a, b, c>0 and a+2b+2c=l. 
By Theorem 1 it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the cases b=0 and c=0 

only. 
By the weak compactness of K and by Zorn's Lemma there exists a subset C 

of K which is minimal in the family of all nonempty, closed and convex subsets 
of K which are invariant under F. It is sufficient to show that C contains exactly 
one point. 

Case 1. 6=0 . Let x0 be an arbitrary point in C and xn=Fnx0, ( «=1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Then, either {xn} is constant, implying {x0}=C, or {xn} is not constant and 
hence, by Corollary 1, there is a number r > 0 such that the set M={yeC; 
limn sup ||xn— j | | < > } is a nonempty closed and convex subset of C, and M^C. 
IfyeM then 

\\Fy-Fnx0\\ < a y-F^xW+ciWy-F^oW + WF^Xo-FyW] 
and thus 

limnsup \\Fy-xJ < 7—^limnsup \\y-xj < r. 
\—c 
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So F{M) £ M and this contradicts the minimality of C. Hence C={x0}. 
Case 2. c=0. In view of the results of Browder-Kirk ([5], [10]) and the results 

of Bianrchini, Soardi and Reich ([3], [12], [13], see also Kannan [9]), the cases 
c = è = 0 and c=a=0 need not be considered. So we assume c=0 , a>0, b>0. 

Let rf=inf {Hx—i^H ; x eC}9 and e>0. Then there is a point x in C such that 
| | x - i^ | |<< /+£ . 

Define j=(1 /2) ( i^ j t+i^t) . Then;/ e C and by (7): 

lb-<F>ll < i[\\F2x-Fy\\ + \\F3x^Fy\\} 

< H« ii^-yii+frni^-^n+iiy-^ii]} 
+««11^-3^11 + ̂ 11^-^11 + 11 -̂̂ 11]}. 

This implies, by (4) and (5): 

( 1 - 6 ) l b - ^ l l < ~Jr2 [\\Fx-F2x\\ + \\Fx-F*x\\]+b | |Fx-F2x| | j 

+ ± { ^ | |F2x-F3xI| + fo | |F2x-F3x||} < ( * + * * + * ) l |x-Fx| | . 

So, 

(l_6)d < (l-fo) ||y_Fj,|| < ^ + l cf+ 6J(d + fi) 

Letting s-^0 and assuming d>0 we get, since a > 0 : (1— b)d<(a+b)d and this 
contradicts a+2b=l. 

Thus rf=0, and hence there is a sequence {xn} in C such that ||xw—Fxn\\->0. 
If {xn} is constant it defines a fixed point of F. Else, by Corollary 1, there is a 
number r > 0 such that the set M={yeC; limnsup||xw—j||<r} is a nonempty 
closed and convex subset of C and M^C. For each y e M and each n: 

\\Fy-xJ < \\Fy-Fxn\\ + \\Fxn-xn\\ < a \\y-xj 

+ b[\\y-Fy\\ + \\xn-Fxn\\]+\\Fxn-xn\\ 

< a \\y-xn\\+b[\\y-xn\\ + \\xn-Fy\\]+(l + b) \\Fxn-xn\\ 

and so, since limn\\xn—Fxn\\=0, we have: 

limnsup \\Fy-xJ < ~ - limwsup \\y-xn\\ < r. 
1—b 

So F(M)^M, in a contradiction to the minimality of C. Hence C={x0}. The 
proof is now complete. 

REMARK. Even though the mappings of the type we consider are not assumed 
to be continuous, an easy argument shows that their fixed point sets are closed. 
Once this is accomplished it is possible to show in the usual way that if the norm 
of X is strictly convex then these fixed point sets are also convex. From this it 
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readily follows from properties of weak compactness that if K satisfies the assump
tions of Theorem 2 with X strictly convex, then every commuting family of 
mappings of K into K, each of which satisfies (7) (with the constants a, b, c de
pending on the mapping) has a common fixed point. (See Browder [5], Roux and 
Soardi [14]). 
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